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ABSTRACT

An inference engine is the mechanism by which an
expert system program uses the domain specific information
in the knowledge base to solve a problem at hand.

Most of

the current systems apply one of three control strategies to
perform the reasoning process.

These strategies are better

known as forward chaining, backward chaining, and hybrid
control.

However, some of these systems restrict the user

by confining him/her to use only the type of control
provided.

Hybrid systems infer using both forward and

backward chaining.

In either case, the user is limited to

the method in which the knowledge engineer represented the
expert knowledge.

This document describes the research

aimed at designing a system that uses a form of inferencing
mechanism which can easily permit the reasoning to be
performed using any of the types of controls mentioned
previously.

The user has the capability to select any of

the strategies without having to reform the structure of the
knowledge base.

This system was implemented using an

object-oriented approach.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is perceived by many
people as the gateway to implementing human intelligence in
machines.

Research and development in AI has increased

tremendously during the last decade.

Most of the studies

concentrate on making the machine intelligent enough to
replace man in the working field.

Many definitions for

Artificial Intelligence have been proposed, but none have
completely satisfied all technological and theoretical
fields of study performing AI research.

One definition

presented by Buchanan and Shortliffe, mentions symbolic and
heuristic methods of problem solving.
cited often in AI literature:

These elements are

"Artificial Intelligence (AI)

is that branch of computer science dealing with symbolic,
nonalgorithmic methods of problem solving" (Buchanan and
Shortliffe 1985, 3).

This explanation describes symbolic

knowledge as the information that a person holds about a
certain domain, like medicine.

The information is neither

mathematical nor quantitative, and it lends itself well to
heuristic reasoning rather than algorithmic procedures.
Artificial Intelligence is madeup of many subareas
which include Expert Systems, Knowledge Representation,
Pattern Recognition, Image Understanding, Robot Control,
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Intelligent Computer Aided Learning Systems, and Natural
Language Processing.

The main focus of this thesis is to

design and implement an efficient and easy-to-use form of
inferencing mechanism in the field of Expert Systems.
overview of Expert systems

In general, an expert system is a computer program
that uses the information stored in memory, expert
knowledge, to provide a solution to a complex problem in
ways similar to an expert.

The heuristics and informal

thinking of a domain expert is represented within this
stored knowledge.

Hence, an expert system reasons by using

heuristics rather than exhaustive algorithmic methods.

The

program must also be able to explain its reasoning process
about a certain goal.

Since the expert knowledge is updated

continuously, a program that intends to simulate an expert
needs to be flexible enough to handle this kind of change.
Expert systems can apply to a variety of problems
ranging from medical diagnosis to troubleshooting of
generators, locomotives, and telephone networks.

The

approaches used by most of these knowledge-based systems
fall under two categories:
frame-based systems.

rule-based systems and

In the rule-based systems, knowledge

is modeled using rules. These rules of inference capture the
thinking and problem solving of experts.

The frame-based

systems on the other hand use frames to represent the expert
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knowledge.

Each frame can capture information about a

prototypical instance (Szolovits 1987, 43-70).

The

discussion of this thesis will concentrate strictly on
rule-based systems.
In a broad view, rule-based systems treat two types of
problems, synthesis and analysis (Winston 1984, 159-204).
good example of a system that does synthesis is XCON.

A

XCON

(McDermott 1982) is an expert system that can configure
computer systems, namely the VAX-11/780.

MYCIN (Shortliffe

1976), on the other hand, performs analysis by diagnosing
bacterial blood infections.

The knowledge in these systems

is built around rules that consist of the condition parts
(antecedent) and the action parts (consequent).

The

condition part represents a test that evaluates to either
true or false.

If the specific information (facts) in the

antecedent section is determined to be true, then the rule
is "fired" by performing the actions in the consequent part.
These antecedent-consequent rules form the links between
nodes of facts in the form of a network called inference
net.
components of a Rule-Based Expert System

The rule-based expert system is composed of three
different modules:

a Knowledge Base, Support Facilities,

and an Inference Engine, as shown in Figure 1.

A knowledge

engineer uses a tool to develop an expert system for a
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Knowledge
Base

Support
Facilities

Inference
Engine

Figure 1. Components of Rule-Based Expert Systems.
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certain domain. The Support Facilities and the Inference
Engine make-up the expert system tool.

This tool is also

referred to as a "shell."
Knowledge Base

This module holds the knowledge about a specific
domain.

The information consists of expert knowledge and

heuristics that are used by the program during its reasoning
process.

This knowledge is collected by a knowledge

engineer after an interaction with one or more human
experts.

The rules-of-thumb and strategies used by the

domain expert are put into a form that is useful for this
type of system.

The knowledge engineer organizes the

information in ways similar to experts;

the situation in

the expert's mind corresponds to the condition parts of a
rule, where as the reaction of the domain expert resembles
the action parts.

Rule-based systems use facts and if-then

rules to capture the thoughts of the expert.

To allow the

ability to develop expert systems in different domains, the
knowledge about the domain is kept separate from the
knowledge dealing with the reasoning process or general
problem solving found in the inference module.
Support Facilities

These facilities provide a support environment for the
knowledge engineer to help him during the development stage.
This makes a tool friendlier, more efficient and easier to
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use.

The Support Facilities consist of four components:

Debugging Aids, Input/output (I/0) Facilities, Explanation
Facilities, and Knowledge Base Editor.

In the Debugging

Aids, the environment provides tracing capabilities to allow
the programmer to closely follow the operation of the
system.

One of the I/0 capabilities gives the user the

power to interrupt the running of the program in order to
volunteer some additional information.

Similarly, the

explanation component allows the user to ask the system
certain questions about the reasoning process, like how and
why.

The Knowledge Base Editor furnishes the user with a

mechanism to edit and modify the rules and facts of the
knowledge base (Waterman 1986, 88-94).

This introduction to

the different parts of Support Facilities accounts for only
a small portion of each component; for a more detailed
explanation refer to Waterman (1986).
Inference Engine

The inference engine is the mechanism by which the
expert system program uses the domain specific information
that resides in the knowledge base to solve a problem at
hand.

The expert's problem solving techniques, heuristics,

and strategies are stored within this module.

The primary

rule of inference is known as the Modus Ponens (Winston
1984, 215).

The rules in the knowledge base can be applied

in several ways during the reasoning process.

Rules can be
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classified as forward chaining rules (FC) or backward
chaining rules (BC).

AFC rule is applied by first testing

all the conditions in the antecedent part and performing the
actions on the consequent part only if all the conditions
held true. If a parameter in a condition has no value or was
found false, the rule is not fired.

The BC rule, on the

other hand, tries to prove or disprove the goal in its
action part.

This is similarly done by first testing the

antecedent part, yet if one of the parameters within the
conditions has no value, the rule will then backward chain
on that parameter trying to satisfy it.

Some systems

perform their reasoning using FC rules, whereas other
systems apply the BC rules.

A combination of the two

approaches constitutes yet another method for applying the
rules, mixed chaining.

Therefore, in performing the

thinking process the inference engine can use any of the
control strategies described above, namely forward, backward
or mixed chaining.

The reasoning behind which mechanism to

choose depends mainly on the domain of the application.
Forward Chaining.

Known as the Data-driven Control

Strategy, this mechanism is applied mostly to systems with
large quantities of data, such as in real-time applications
of process control.

Some of these systems utilize a pattern

matcher like the RETE Algorithm (Forgy 1982) to try and
match the facts that are in the data base with the condition
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parts of the rules.

This forward chaining process executes

the right hand side of the rule (action part) only if a
match is found on the left hand side.

It is observed that

this method starts with the data and reason forward to the
goals.

The disadvantage of using this mechanism is clearly

shown by the appearance of its aimless firing of irrelevant
rules while reasoning toward goals.

Its advantages are

demonstrated in a session that has little or no interaction
with the user.
Backward Chaining.

As described by its second name,

Goal-driven Control, this type of reasoning works its way
backward from the goal to the needed data that satisfy the
goal.

Unlike forward chaining, this method applies a highly

focused search through the rules.

Hence, the interaction

with the user is concentrated on the topic of the goal it is
trying to satisfy.

Due to its explanation capabilities and

focused line of action, this strategy is mostly suited for
diagnosis applications that involve significant interfacing
with the user.

It operates by verifying or denying a

hypothesis on the right hand side of a rule.

This is done

by backtracking or checking the truthfulness of the facts in
the condition parts of the rule.

The major disadvantage of

this kind of strategy is the lack of control the user has
over specifying the order to achieve an efficient search. on
the other hand, the advantages are illustrated by its
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focused reasoning, prompting the user only for the relevant
questions.
This mixed chaining process uses a

Hybrid Control strategy.

combination of both the forward and backward strategies.
The advantages of each method are blended together to give
the hybrid control better flexibility and efficiency.
Various mixtures of the previously mentioned processes have
been investigated following the basic idea to alternate
between them using information provided by the user to
determine a goal.

Most typically, systems that use this

kind of method apply the forward chaining process on the
volunteered user data to minimize the number of goals to be
operated on by the backward chaining strategy.
The Scope of This Thesis

Each of the systems researched in Chapter 2 utilizes
one of the control strategies discussed previously to
perform its reasoning.

Some use a strict backward chainer

while others apply the hybrid control on their knowledge
base to infer conclusions.

However, they all seem to be

limited to one type of control.

The backward chainer

generally cannot be configured to process strictly in a
forward manner or vice-versa.

On the other hand, the hybrid

systems use a combination of forward and backward, but the
knowledge engineer is still restricted.

This is because

hybrid systems can permit the reasoning process to run in
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different ways but not without having the knowledge engineer
restructure the information in the knowledge base.
This thesis concentrates on the design and
implementation of a system that uses a form of inferencing
mechanism which can easily permit the reasoning to be
performed using any of the types of controls mentioned
previously.

It provides the user with the capability to

select any of the strategies without having the knowledge
engineer reform the structure of the knowledge base.

In

other words, the knowledge engineer does not have to specify
ahead of time whether a rule must be a forward or a backward
chaining rule.

The implementation of these techniques is

performed using an object-oriented approach.

This approach

will be talked about in more detail in Chapter 3.

CHAPTER 2
RELATED RESEARCH

Expert systems and tools developed to date have
illustrated progress towards "intelligent"
methods.

reasoning

Some of these systems and their underlying

inferencing methodologies are discussed in this chapter.
MYCIN

The development of MYCIN began in the mid 1970's, at
Stanford University by Edward H. Shortliffe (Shortliffe
1976).

This rule-based expert system deals with the medical

diagnosis of blood diseases. It determines antibiotic
medication for the treatment of bacterial infections.

The

rules used by its inference engine is stored in its domain
specific knowledge base.

These rules represent the

heuristic knowledge and rules-of-thumb used by the medical
expert.
facts.

MYCIN also uses a data base to store the known
These facts about the patient can be categorized

into the patient's data that is provided by his/her doctor
and the dynamic data which is created by the inference
engine during reasoning.

The three subcomponents that

constitute the MYCIN program are the consultation system,
the explanation system, and the rule acquisition system.
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overview of MYCIN's Operation

In general, MYCIN starts the consultation phase by
asking the physician some questions about the patient's
data.

As described previously, these facts are stored in

the patient's data base.

The program then applies the

information in its knowledge base and decides on the next
questions to ask.

After prompting for the needed

information, it evaluates the different rules and stores the
intermediate results in its dynamic data base.

Henceforth,

the patient's clinical condition is examined and a
therapeutic recommendation is given.

By ending the

consultation, MYCIN gives control to the sophisticated
explanation system to justify conclusions and answer questions.

At this point the rule acquisition system may be

entered if the physician feels that a rule is missing or an
invalid rule needs to be changed.

The doctor may also

interrupt the consultation at any time to ask clarifying
questions.
Description of MYCIN's ltnowledge

MYCIN's knowledge is madeup of decision rules and
clinical parameters.

The rules consist of the premise which

corresponds to the antecedent part, the action which is
analogous to the consequent section, and sometimes an else
component that is activated if the premise is false. The
clinical parameters are used to store facts regarding
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information about the patient, such as the patient's name.
Every parameter can have a confidence factor ranging from -1
to 1 reflecting the belief in its value.
Description of MYCIN's control structure

MYCIN follows a strict goal-oriented control
structure.

The backward chaining mechanism adopted by MYCIN

utilizes backward chaining rules also known as consequent
rules.

Unlike forward chaining rules, these will attempt to

recursively backchain on the premise when a value is
unknown.

There exists one main "goal rule" used by the

program to initiate the backward chaining process.

MYCIN

uses these consequent rules and recursion when attempting to
satisfy the premise of this goal rule.

The first condition

in the premise of this rule is to decide whether the
infection present is significant.

The second condition to

determine the identity of the offending organism is pursued
only if the first held true.

On the other hand, the

consequent section is composed of two parts.

These are

choosing the effective drugs and selecting the best drug
based on the patient's condition.

In the case the premise

is found false, the else part is performed indicating no
treatment necessary.

Therefore, the consultation starts by

having the program prove or disprove the one hypothesis, the
goal rule.
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Development of ESSENTIAL KYCIH

As implied by the name ESSENTIAL MYCIN, the domain
specific information in the knowledge base of the expert
system MYCIN was extracted to form what is known as EMYCIN
(van Melle, Shortliffe, and Buchanan 1981).

EMYCIN is a

knowledge engineering language best suited for diagnosis
type of applications.

Unlike the expert system from which

it was originated, this tool is domain-independent.

The

knowledge representation using rules, the strict backward
chaining control strategy, and the sophisticated support
facilities are kept similar to those in MYCIN.
EMYCIN and seven other knowledge engineering tools
were compared by applying them to the same simulated reallife problem.

This study was held in San Diego in August

1980 by members of the Expert System Workshop teams
(Waterman and Hayes-Roth 1983, 215).

The chosen domain to

be handled by these shells dealt with diagnosing a chemical
spill problem at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

When

oil or hazardous chemicals spill in a public waterway, a
crisis is created.
manage this crisis.

The set objective for these tools is to
This includes identifying the spill

material and locating the spill source.
Due to EMYCIN's rigid goal-oriented approach, the
EMYCIN team needed to enhance the tool with some external
LISP functions in order to allow the system to incorporate
searching methods.

EMYCIN's evaluation pointed out its
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weakness when implementing the drainage basin search, which
is a simple tree search.

The inefficiency of its search was

mainly caused by its strict backward chaining control and
limited capabilities for forward chaining.

Yet, the same

backward chaining rigidness gave EMYCIN its strong points, a
sophisticated interaction and explanation facilities
(Waterman and Hayes-Roth 1983, 173-179).
The SPHINX Project

The SPHINX project (Fieschi et al. 1985, 83-93) is a
shell that is designed to have the capability of simulating
a medical consultation.

This shell makes use of the mixed

control strategy to perform its reasoning process.

SPHINX

starts a suggestion phase by acquiring knowledge from the
patient about his condition.

This approximate information

is used by the program in a forward chaining manner to
combine notions of suggestion and rejection signs.

These

signs will determine the most likely context that relates to
the patient's condition.

The contexts represent clinical

frames that allow hypotheses.

The arrangement of hypotheses

is based on the criteria of frequency and seriousness.

The

most suggested and least rejected context is chosen by using
knowledge that relates elements or facts to different
contexts.

The presence or absence of this element will

either suggest or reject a certain context using specific
weighing factors.

Using fuzzy pattern matching, the program
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initiates an agenda that holds the hypotheses linked to the
chosen context.
After the suggestion phase, the system uses the
hypotheses available in its agenda to start its backward
chaining process.

The knowledge used by SPHINX is expressed

as rules comprised of three parts.

The first and second

parts correspond to the antecedent and consequent sections
of the rule, respectively.

Whereas, the third is used to

give control over the agenda.

A rule can tell the system to

add a goal to the agenda, switch to another goal in the
agenda, or eliminate a goal from the agenda.

The allowance

of manipulating the agenda gives the SPHINX project more
flexibility and efficiency.

Yet, the knowledge engineer is

responsible for configuring the expert's knowledge in the
rules to make use of this flexibility.
MIDST

A rule-based expert system shell designed for mixed
initiative reasoning was developed at the University of
South Carolina.

Currently known as MIDST (Biswas and

Anand 1987), this mixed inferencing shell expresses its
knowledge using rules with associated belief factors.

The

inexact reasoning of this tool applies the Dempster Shafer
method for evidence combination (Shafer 1976).
In general, the system starts by querying the user for
some information about the problem.

Forward chaining rules
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are applied after this initial step to establish
intermediate hypotheses.

The system will then proceed by

selecting the top ranked goal based on the belief associated
with each hypothesis.

By going into a backward chaining

mode, MIDST will identify the needed questions to help prove
or disprove the current goal.

At any step during this

process the user is given the ability to provide more
relevant information that might help control the flow in the
right direction.

This interruption by the user will trigger

the system to go into a forward chaining mode.

Therefore,

the system utilizes, with the user's help, a mixed control
strategy to identify a definite goal based on belief.
MIDST's extensive use of rule networks and knowledge
partitions increase its processing efficiency.
PROSPECTOR

. PROSPECTOR (Duda et al. 1979) is a rule-based expert
system designed at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to
help geologists in their mineral exploration of ore
deposits.

The knowledge in PROSPECTOR is represented as

rules forming a large inference net.

The network is

composed of evidence and hypothesis nodes linked together by
rules.

This inference net indicates the steps taken during

the chaining process to

reach a goal.

These sequence of

steps are also known as the inference chain.

The

consultation begins by allowing the user to volunteer some
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information about the region of search considered.

By

propagating the probabilities in a forward chaining way,
PROSPECTOR narrows the search space to a small number of
hypotheses to which the backward chaining process is
applied.

During the backtracing of goals, the program asks

the user relevant questions that help prove or disprove the
goal.

The program could switch to another goal depending on

the user's response.

Consequently, PROSPECTOR applies a

mixed control strategy.
Besides the forward-backward control, this expert
system provides the user with a sophisticated explanation
and knowledge acquisition facilities.

It also allows the

user to volunteer information at any time during the
consultation.

Furthermore, PROSPECTOR can point out

inconsistencies within the user's answers and gives the user
the capability to change the answers.

In case the user

could not understand a question, PROSPECTOR could reword it
differently (Waterman 1986, 49-60).
PCPLUS

PERSONAL CONSULTANT PLUS (PCPLUS) is a rule-based
expert system development tool built by Texas Instruments
(TI).

Unlike the other tools described above, PCPLUS runs

on personal computers.

It provides the knowledge engineer

with a menu-driven interface language for building expert
systems in different domains.

The information in PCPLUS is
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controlled and organized using three structures.
frames, parameters, and rules.
can have one or more values.

These are

Specific facts, parameters,
The rules define the

relationship between parameter values.

Whereas, frames are

mainly used to partition the knowledge in the knowledge base
into separate sections each describing a problem area within
the domain.

The rules are also organized into rule groups

associated with each frame.
The control strategy used by PCPLUS is backward
chaining unless the rules are defined of the type forward
chaining.

As soon as a frame is instantiated, PCPLUS

assumes the goals linked to this frame and starts its
backward flow beginning with the first goal in the goal
list.

Once the first goal is verified, the program

continues the process until the list of goals is empty.
Therefore, PCPLUS does not apply any kind of method to
constrain the number of goals searched in each frame.

One

of the disadvantages incorporated with this tool is the lack
of ease in the control over the goals in each frame.

In

order to avoid this type of problem, the knowledge engineer
will have to link inconveniently all the goals in each frame
into one main goal per frame.

Also, triggering forward

chaining control was found to be difficult, during personal
use of this tool.

This is because the system always

defaults to backward chaining.

Even though one might define

forward chaining rules associated with a frame, when this
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frame is entered, the program always tries to backward chain
on the goals of the frame rather than attempting to fire the
forward chaining rules.

PCPLUS has the capability of

performing both forward and backward strategies, yet the
forward chaining method is still performed in a backward
chaining manner.

In conclusion, it could be said that

PCPLUS is a shell that is more suitable for diagnostic type
of domain problems that benefit from the defaulted backward
chaining control.

CHAPTER 3
COMBINED INFERENCING METHODOLOGY

Each of the systems discussed in the previous chapter
follow a strict inferencing methodology.

Whether it is

forward, backward or mixed the user is limited to the method
in which the knowledge engineer represented the expert
knowledge.

If a section of this knowledge is meant to be

processed in a forward manner, the knowledge engineer must
encode this information using forward chaining rules.

After

the creation of the domain specific knowledge base, the
reasoning process can only perform in a manner dependent on
the structure representation of this information.
is restricted to the method available.

The user

He/she cannot

configure the system to inference using any of the other
methods.

In order to provide this kind of capability, the

knowledge engineer must reorganize the knowledge to handle
this change.
In order to allow this kind of flexibility, a system
was designed to help the knowledge engineer represent the
knowledge in a form independent of the control strategy.
This system gives the user the capability to select the
method of control without having the need to manipulate the
knowledge in a different way.

The implementation of this
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system was done on the Symbolics LISP machine using an
object-oriented approach.
Object-oriented Approach
The object-oriented approach was well suited for
implementing this type of control problem.

Different types

of objects were used to describe the nodes and rules that
constitute the inference net.

Generally, in an object-

oriented approach, each object modeling a real-world entity
can perform actions associated with its type.

The actions

of each object are defined using generic functions that are
associated with each type of object.

Flavors is the

object-oriented programming system provided on Symbolics
computers.

The data type, Flavors, was used to define the

structure of each object.

The implementation of each object

is performed by making an "instance" of a defined
structure, flavor.

The generic functions that perform the

specific actions for each type of object are defined as
"methods."

The state of each object is stored using

instance variables associated with each flavor.
Knowledge Representation

Three types of flavors were used to represent the
knowledge of the designed system (see Figure 2).

These

structures model the nodes, rules and parameter-values.

An

object of type node describes one piece of information, like
temperature.

This object can have different values which
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Rule Flavor

Node Flavor
name:
N1
description: node1
updated-by: ( R1 R2)
updates:
( R3 R4)
't
askfirst:
11
asktext:
Enter ...
satisfied:
'nil
values:

R1
name:
rule1
description:
evidence:
N3
hypothesis:
N1
if-value: ( Equal X ... )
hot
then-value:
'nil
fired:

( hot

sf:
nf:

II

warm

cold )

Parm-value
flavor
name:
mb:
md:
cf:

hot
.5

.2
.3

Parm-value
flavor

eee

name:
mb:
md:
cf:

cold

.79
.34
.45

Figure 2. Structure of the Flavor Objects.

0.95
0.78
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characterize its varied states.

Each node value is formed

by making an instance of the parameter-values flavor.

An

example of this instance would be values for the above
mentioned temperature node, such as low, warm, or high.

The

instance variables associated with the parameter-value
flavor capture its measure of belief, disbelief and
confidence about the truthfulness of its value.

On the

other hand, rule objects are those instances that hold the
links of the inference net.

They attach the different

related nodes together and allow the propagation of belief
to traverse down the network.
The propagation of belief is similar to that used by
MYCIN (Shortliffe 1976).

Overall, each node has associated

with it a measure of belief (MB) and a measure of disbelief
(MD).

The difference between the MB and the MD constitutes

the confidence factor (CF) for this node.

The rules also

carry belief and disbelief factors known as sufficiency
function (SF) and necessity function (NF), respectively.
When a rule fires, it propagates belief or disbelief down to
the downstream connected node, also called hypothesis.

The

updating of the MB, MD, and CF for the hypothesis node are
calculated using the following formulas:

(3.1)

MB= MB+ (1 - MB) *SF* CFevid

(3.2)

MD= MD+ (1 - MD) *NF* abs(CFevid)

(3.3)

CF= MB - MD
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The CFevid used in both equation (3.1) and (3.2)
represents the confidence factor of the node connected to
the upper part of the rule, also known as the evidence of
the rule.

The confidence factor for each node can range

from -1 to 1, whereas the MB and MD range from Oto 1.

If

the CFevid is positive, the rule will only update the MB and
CF of the hypothesis using equations (3.1) and (3.2).

On

the other hand, the rule will revise only MD and CF of the
hypothesis if the CFevid happens to be a negative number.
Implementation of the System

The system was developed using the Symbolics LISP
machine.

The use of menus and mouse sensitive icons make

the system user friendly and easy to use.

Error checking is

performed at all times making the system intolerable for
wrong input.

The knowledge engineer can simply build the

domain knowledge by following prompts and entering responses
using both the keyboard and the mouse.
driven.

It is totally menu

Only one type of rule is used by the system, so the

knowledge builder does not have to worry about whether
he/she used the correct type of rule to perform the required
control.

The friendly user interface of the system makes it

possible for any person with little or no experience to
enter the domain specific information into the knowledge
base and perform the inferencing process using any of the
three strategies mentioned.

The developed system is divided
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into three major parts:

Creation of the Knowledge Base,

User Support, and Inference Mechanisms.
creation of the Knowledge Base

This - section of the system allows the person to enter
the expert knowledge into the knowledge base.

Since the

information is represented as rules and nodes, the knowledge
builder will require the capabilities to add, edit and
delete.

With one click on the mouse, he/she can select to

perform any of the above mentioned functions.

The add

function will cause another mouse sensitive submenu to
appear on the screen that allows the addition of either
rules or nodes.

Once a selection is made, the program

checks first whether the object already exists and permits
the addition only if that object has not already been
created.

It then prompts the person for the needed

information about the node or rule to be added.

After the

addition of a particular node or rule, an instance of that
object is created and stored under the name given by the
user.
Selecting the edit or delete function also puts the
user in different menus and performs a check on the
existence of the chosen object.

During the editing

process, only certain instance variables, slots, of either
nodes or rules can be updated by the user.
care of revising the rest.

The system takes

The delete function reacts
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differently when trying to delete a node than a rule.

Before

the deletion of either, it displays for the user the current
nodes and rules available.
delete present rules.

It always permits the user to

On the other hand, only those nodes

that are not connected to any other rules can be deleted.
The connected rules must be deleted before the user can
delete the node.

Error checking is performed throughout the

creation processes.

For the ease of creating a large

knowledge base, each submenu stays on the screen to allow
multiple addition, deletion or editing operations.
User support Facilities

These support facilities help simplify the operations
for creation of the domain knowledge by giving the user the
ability to view the current status of one or more objects.
One of the operations available displays all of the instance
variables of any currently present object.

This is

important to give the person running the program an inside
look into each object.

Another useful function is the power

to inspect the names of all of the objects present.

To start

with a fresh knowledge in the knowledge base, a utility is
required that can erase any instance of the old information.
This purpose is provided by the clear operation.

But in

order to have accurate results for multiple consultations on
the same domain in the knowledge base, the nodes and rules
must be reinitialized to their default values before each
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run.

Selecting the reset provides this without altering the

structure of the information.
links are not changed.

In other words, the nodes and

Along with these support facilities

is a debugging aid known as trace.

The trace is a very

powerful function, since the user will be able to view the
name of each active node during the execution.

This is

critical if one likes to examine the flow of reasoning
performed by the program under different control strategies.
Inference Mechanisms

Three operations make up the heart of the inferencing
part of the system.
output.

These are configuration, execution and

The system has the capability of operating under

forward, backward or mixed (hybrid) control mechanism.

The

user can select the method of operation at any time before
performing the execution.

Unless chosen otherwise, the

program will continue to run using the same control that was
configured last.

When the forward mechanism is chosen, the

system will start the reasoning with the top level nodes of
the inference net.

In other words, it processes from the

initial data in the upper part of the network to the goals
at the bottom.

The system can also operate in the opposite

manner when a backward chaining strategy is requested. Here,
it begins its flow of inference from the goals to the needed
data trying to verify each goal.

Whereas, if the hybrid

control is selected, the program will prompt the user for
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some volunteered information about the problem being solved.
This information will give the system some hints on where to
start reasoning.

Each piece of information given will

relate to the value and confidence factor of a certain node
in the network.

The system will keep track of these nodes

and use them to trigger its hybrid control.

This strategy

will declare the node with the highest CF active and start
the reasoning from this point.

It will backward chain

trying to "satisfy" the current node, and then forward chain
once that node is satisfied.

The process is continued until

the list of active nodes is empty.
Before the actual implementation of the process can be
discussed, some terminologies about nodes and rules need to
be explained.

As previously mentioned, a node is a piece of

information that can have different states.

The state of

each node is described by the instance variables (see Figure
2).

Two of these variables are used often by the system to

sense the location of the node relative to other nodes.

The

"updates" slot tells the system which rules the node uses to
update other nodes.

Whereas, the "updated-by" variable lets

it know which rules updates the current node.

Nodes have

"askfirst" and "asktext" properties associated with them.
If the askfirst property is true for a specific node, it
will instruct the program to first ask the user, when the
node is active, for the values and confidence factor before
trying to infer it using the updated-by rules.

The program
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utilizes the prompt provided by the node's asktext property
to request information from the user about that node.
hold the relations between nodes.

Rules

The variables in the

rule's flavor that indicate the upper and lower nodes are
known as the evidence and hypothesis, respectively.

The

condition part of the rule which must evaluate to true or
false is held in the instance variable if-value.
part is stored in the then-value slot.

The action

A rule is said to

have "fired" when the test in the condition part was met and
the belief of the evidence is propagated down to the
hypothesis node.

A node can be satisfied in different ways.

If the confidence factor of one of its values is either 1 or
-1, the node is considered satisfied.

Another way is to

have all of the rules that are in its updated-by slot fired.
Using the object-oriented approach, each object node
in the network has associated with it a generic function
that can perform the required action needed when the node is
active.

This generic function is defined using the

defmethod for the node flavor.

The execute function has the

overall control on selecting the current active node.
starts out with a list of possible nodes.

It

This list is

composed of the nodes that were hinted by the user during
the initial startup of the hybrid control state.

Once a

node is selected, becomes active, the appropriate method
linked to its flavor will take part.

Generally speaking,

the method defined for the node flavor will perform the
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actual "thinking" for the active object node and decides
whether it needs to move forward or backward.

The active

object starts its action by first checking if it has been
satisfied.

Once satisfied the node will attempt its forward

chaining, unless it happens to be a goal node, in which case
it will call the execute function recursively with the rest
of the possible active nodes.

If found unsatisfied, the

node will check itself for the capability to ask the user
questions before trying to backward chain for additional
belief.

The capability is determined by examining the

askfirst property.

Supposing the node is of the askable

type, it will prompt the user (with error checking) for the
needed information and then reactivate itself recursively to
check its satisfaction.

Otherwise, the node applies the

backward chaining mechanism trying to fulfill the required
belief.
In the backward control strategy, each object will
make use of its updated-by list of rules to locate the next
possible active node that might help it in verifying its
satisfaction.

Only unfired rules will be checked.

Once the

upstream node is found, it will be pushed into the front of
the list of active nodes and control is passed back to the
execute function.

Provided that no upstream node can be

found, all of its updated-by rules have been fired, the node
has no alternative but to be satisfied with its state.

The

node will then recursively reactivate itself to move in a
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forward way.

When a node is to operate in a forward

chaining manner, all of the rules in its updates slot are
tested and only those that meet their condition part are
fired.

A rule performs its action by propagating the belief

or disbelief of its evidence down to the hypothesis.

The

nodes linked to the action parts of the rules that fired
will be inserted into the list of active nodes.

Henceforth,

the control is passed back to the execute function.
The output function will finally come into action to
select those meaningful goals and sort them using the
highest confidence factor criteria.

The name, description,

and the CF for the sorted goals will be displayed for the
user to analyze.

For an illustration of the previously

described menus and functions, see Figure 3 in the Appendix.

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

This document presented an overview of systems
containing various inferencing mechanisms and some of the
restrictions behind each of these systems were indicated.
The advantages behind developing a system, which utilizes a
combined control strategy for reasoning, were discussed and
the implementation of this type of system has been
recounted.

This chapter discusses the results of this

investigation and summarizes the issues brought up.
Suggestions for expansion of the system developed is also
included.
Summary of Results

The limitations behind a system using only one control
strategy, were discussed in detail.

The system implemented

by this thesis was developed with an objective to overcome
this limitation. The program can perform either forward
chaining, backward chaining, or hybrid inferencing and the
user is given the opportunity to select which type of
reasoning the program should use during a consultation.
knowledge base is not required to be restructured between
selections of different reasoning modes. The implemented
system is very user friendly and menu driven.
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Exhaustive

The
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error checking was performed during every interaction
between the user and the program.
The three different control strategies were tested and
compared by applying them to the same knowledge base.

The

implementation of the trace function provided a means to run
executions of the knowledge base and examine the flow of
reasoning.

By analyzing the outcome of this test, it was

demonstrated that the hybrid control performs a more
efficient reasoning process.

This is due to the fact that

only the necessary data are searched for and the information
volunteered by the user can decrease the search space
required to reach a conclusion.

This volunteered

information effectively directs the inferencing actions.
Refer to the Appendix for the actual results obtained during
this testing and verification.

A diagram illustrating the

knowledge base used in the testing is also provided by
Figure 4 in the Appendix.
Future Research
The program developed can be improved by applying a
more efficient means of selecting the rules to be fired.
The application of pattern matching can be utilized to limit
the rules fired which would contribute to the speed during
execution.

Natural language processing techniques can also

contribute to the user-friendliness of the system.

As a

user volunteers information during a consultation under
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hybrid control, the system needs to accept and use this
information accordingly within the knowledge base.

Natural

language processing can provide an efficient and
user-friendly means for this interaction.
Different applications are better suited for using one
type of inferencing control over another.

Providing the

opportunity for the user to select from three inferencing
strategies, broadens the range of domains in which the
system may be utilized.

The expansions discussed above will

contribute to the efficiency of the system and are suggested
for future research.

APPENDIX

TEST RESULTS
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MAIN MENU SELECTION

ADD SELECTION
Adc:INodes

ADD
DELETE
EXECUTE
RESET
OUTPUT
DISPLAY
INSPECT
CONFIGURE
CLEAR
QUIT

AddRules
Exit ADD

EDIT RULE SELECTION
DELETE SELECTION
Description

Node
Rule
EXIT

Evidence
Hypothesis
If-Value
Then-Value
Sf-Fn
EXIT

CONFIGURE SELECTION
Forward Chaining
Backward Chaining
Hybrid Chaining
Trace-On
Trace-Off
EXIT

EDIT NODE SELECTION
Description
Values

HYBRID INITIALIZATION

View

Prompt

EXIT

Volunteer
Erase
EXIT

Figure 3. Menus Provided by the System.
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>10
<=1

R1

R2
R12

low

not-ok

hig

old

R28

err'4JlY

u

R13

u

Figure 4. Knowledge Base Used in Testing.

new
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A CONSULTATION USING THE DESIGNED AND IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM.

INFERENCE ENGINE

(hybrid)
Written by: Taha A. Sidani
Date: June 24, 1988
Project:

Thesis

Shown below are the current values for:
Rules-stack
Nodes-stack
Goals-stack

--> NIL
--> NIL
--> NIL

You selected adding a node.
Enter the name of the node you wish to add> n3

Enter the description of N3 > "location"
l):)es the rx:rle N3 has a nmt>er for a value, Y/N ?
Enter y or N [ default N] : N

Is N3 a si.rgle-value rx:rle, Y/N ?
Enter Y or N [default Y] : N
Enter the value(s) for N3 rx:rle, en::lc:sai in parenthesis >
(left mi.Ml.a right)

'llle rx:rle values (IEFT MIIDIE RICffl') ~ acim:Ml~
an:l set.
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Does the node NJ have a prompt, Y/N?
Enter Y or N [default N]: y
Enter the prompt for node NJ enclosed in QUOTES

>

"Enter the location specified by"

Is NJ a goal node, Y/N?
Enter Y or N [default NJ:

N

the node NJ was added successfully.

Shown below are the current values for:

Rules-stack
--> NIL
Nodes-stack
--> (Nl N2 NJ N4 NS Il 12 IJ 14 15 I6 17 18 I
9 110 Ill Ml M2 MJ M4 MS)
Goals-stack
--> (Ml M2 MJ M4 MS)

You selected adding a rule.

Enter the name of the rule you wish to add> rl

Enter the description of Rl >

11

rule1"

Enter the evidence of Rl > nl

Enter the hypothesis of Rl > i6

Enter the sf-function value for rule Rl > .95
Enter the nf-function value for rule Rl > .75

Is the antecedent part of rule Rl SIMILAR to
( X =value), where Xis the evidence of the rule, Y/N?
Enter Y or N [default Y]: N

-
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The Antecedent part of the rule below.
if x > 3 and x < 7
then y = yes
Where xis the evidence of the rule, should be entered as
(and (> (node-val x) 3)
(< (node-val x) 7))

Enter in LISP form, following the arrow, the antecedent part of rul
e Rl,

Given that its evidence is Nl

and the possible values are (NUMBER)

-->sdah

Not a LISP expression, Retry.

The Antecedent part of the rule below.
if x > 3 and x < 7
then y = yes
Where xis the evidence of the rule, should be entered as
(and (> (node-val x) 3)
(< (node-val x) 7))

Enter in LISP form, following the arrow, the antecedent part of rul
e Rl,
Given that its evidence is Nl and the possible values are (NUMBER)
-->(< (node-val nl) O)

The antecedent part acknowledged is>>(< (NODE-VAL Nl) 0)

Enter the consequent value for rule Rl,
Given that its hypothsis is I6

-

I
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the possible values are (LOW HIGH)
You can enter a function, yet it should
should be ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESIS.
the possible values are (LOW HIGH)

RETURN A VALID VALUE and

16 = low

The rule Rl was successfully added.
You selected adding a rule.

Shown below are the current values for:
Rules-stack
-->
(Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 RS R9 RlO Rll Rl2 Rl3 Rl4 Rl5 Rl6
Rl 7 Rl8 Rl9 R20 R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26 R27 R28 R29 R30
R31 R32 R33 R34 R35 R36 R37 R38 R39 R40)
Nodes-stack
--> (Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 Il 12 13 14 I5
16 17 IS 19 110 Ill Ml M2 M3 M4 M5)
Goals-stack

--> (Ml M2 M3 M4 M5)

I-
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Enter the name of the object you wish to displayed
(i.e., rulel, node3, etc.) > n4
#<NODE 360035437>, an object of flavor NODE,
has instance variable values:
NAME:

N4

DESCRIPTION:
UPDATES:
UPDATED-BY:
SINGLE-VALUE:
VALUE-NUMBER:
VALUES:
VAL:
ASKED:
ASKFIRST:
ASKTEXT:
SATISFIED:

"part is"
(Rll Rl0)
NIL
NIL
NIL
(PRESENT MISSING)
NIL
NIL
T
"Enter the status for"
NIL

#<PARM-VALUE 360035454>, an object of flavor PARM-VALUE,
has instance variable values:
NAME:
PRESENT
SELECT:
NIL
NUM-VALUE:
NIL
MB:
0.0
MD:
0.0
CF:
0.0
#<PARM-VALUE 360035463>, an object of flavor PARM-VALUE,
has instance variable values:
NAME:
MISSING
SELECT:
NIL
NUM-VALUE:
NIL
MB:
0.0
MD:
0.0
CF:
0.0
Enter the name of the object you wish to displayed
(i.e., rulel, node3, etc.) > rll
#<RULE 360066674>, an object of flavor RULE,
has instance variable values:
NAME:
Rll
DESCRIPTION:
"rulll"
EVIDENCE:
N4
HYPOTHESIS:
I4
IF-VALUE:
(EQUAL (NODE-VAL N4) 'MISSING)
THEN-VALUE:
NOT-OK
FIRED:
NIL
SF:
1.0
NF:
0.46
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Only those nodes where an antecedent part of its
updated-by rules is TRUE will be considered.

The system is set to process in FORWARD chaining manner.

The TRACE is now set to ON.
You chose to quit the CONFIGURATION menu

The system will reason using a strict FORWARD CHAINING
strategy.

Enter the number for node Nl,
Possible values (NUMBER) > 87

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .5

Enter the time of year specified by node N2,
Possible values (WINTER SUMMER) > summer

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .6

Enter the location specified by node N3,
Possible values (LEFT MIDDLE RIGHT) > middloe

You entered an incorrect value,
Please try again.
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Enter the location specified by node NJ
Possible values (LEFT MIDDLE RIGHT) > aiddle
Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .7

Enter• the status for node N4 I
Possible values (PRESENT MISSING) > aissing
Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .a

Enter• the number fo years for node N5 I
Possible values (NUMBER) > 10
Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .9

Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

Nl
N2
NJ
N4
NS
16
Il
16
IS
13
IS
IS
IS
12

is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
is now active.
14 is now active.
17 is now active.
Ml is now active.
19 is now active.
110 is now active.
Ill is now active.
M4 is now active.
M3 is now active.
M2 is now active.
MS is now active.

-->
-->
-->
-->
-->

"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"NODE

SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->

"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"GOAL
"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"GOAL
"GOAL
"GOAL
"GOAL

SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
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The reasoning process is over.
Please select OUTPUT to see results.

NAME
MS

Ml
M4

DESCRIPTION

"battery problem"
"gas tank"
"temperature is"

CONFIDENCE FACTOR

69.16%
58.39%
49.2%

sure it is
sure it is
sure it is

VALUE
---> YES
---> EMPTY
---> HOT
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The system is set to process in BACDARD chaining.

The default values for the nodes and rules have been reset.
NOTE: The structure of the knowledge base was NOT changed.

The system will reason using a strict BACKWARD CHAINING strategy.
Node Ml is now active.
Node I6 is now active.
Node Nl is now active.
Enter the number for node Nl,
Possible values (NUMBER) > 87

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .s
Node
Node
Node
Node

Nl
I6
Il
N2

is
is
is
is

now
now
now
now

active.
active.
active.
active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the time of year specified by node N2,
Possible values (WINTER SUMMER) > SWIUller

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .6
Node N2 is now active.
Node Il is now active.
Node N3 is now active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the location specified by node N3,
Possible values (LEFT MIDDLE RIGHT) > middle
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Ente r the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .7

Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

NJ is now active.
Il is now active.
16 is now active.
Ml is now active.
17 is now active.
12 is now active.
17 is now active.
Ml is now active.
IS is now active.
13 is now active.
N4 is now active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the status for node N4,
Possible values (PRESENT MISSING) > aissing

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .a

Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

is
is
is
is
NS is

N4
13
18
15

now
now
now
now
now

active.
active.
active.
active.
active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the number fo years for node NS,
Possible values (NUMBER) > 10

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .9
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Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

N5 is now active.
I5 is now active.
IS is now active.
Ml is now active.
M2 is now active.
I9 is now active.
M2 is now active.
MJ is now active.
M4 is now active.
110 is now active.
I4 is now active.
Il0 is now active.
M4 is now active.
M5 is now active.
Ill is now active.
M5 is now active.

-->
-->
-->
-->

"NODE
"NODE
"NODE
"GOAL

SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"
SATISFIED"

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"

The reasoning process is over.
Please select OUTPUT to see results.

NAME
M5
Ml
M4

DESCRIPTION
"battery problem"
"gas tank"
"temperature is"

CONFIDENCE FACTOR
69.16%
58.39%
49.2%

sure it is
sure it is
sure it is

VALUE
---> YES
---> EMPTY
---> HOT
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The default values for the nodes and rules have been reset.
NOTE: The structure of the knowledge base was NOT changed.

The system is set to process in a HYBRID aanner.

The system will reason using a HYBRID strategy.

The list of nodes and their current description, below>
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Nl

"top nodel"
"year time"
"location"
"part is"
"number of years"
"interml"
"size"
"interm3"
"interm4"
"interm5"
"length"
"interm7"
"time of day"
"interm9"
"lights"
"boolean"
"gas tank"
"the element is"
"status of the operation"
"temperature is"
"battery problem"

N2
NJ
N4

NS

Il
I2

I3
I4

IS
I6
I7
IS
I9
Il0
Ill
Ml
M2
M3
M4

MS
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Enter the name of the node in which you wish to volunteer
information, (i.e., nodel, node3, etc.) > i4

Enter the volunteered value for node I4,
Possible values (OK NOT-OK) > not-ok

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > o
The information volunteered for node I4 is acknowledged.
Enter the name of the node in which you wish to volunteer
information, (i.e., nodel, node3, etc.) > i6

Enter the volunteered value for node I6,
Possible values (LOW HIGH) > high

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > o
The information volunteered for node I6 is acknowledged.
Enter the name of the node in which you wish to volunteer
information, (i.e., nodel, node3, etc.) > is

Enter the volunteered value for node IS,
Possible values (OLD NEW) > new

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > O
The information volunteered for node IS is acknowledged.
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The reasoning process will begin with the following
volunteered information> (IS I6 14)
Node IS is now active.
Node NS is now active.
Enter the number fo years for node NS,
Possible values (NUMBER) > 10

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .9
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

NS is now active.
IS is now active.
Ill is now active.
I4 is now active.
N3 is now active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the location specified by node N3,
Possible values (LEFT MIDDLE RIGHT) > middle

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .7
Node N3 is now active.
Node I4 is now active.
Node N4 is now active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"

Enter the status for node N4,
Possible values (PRESENT MISSING) > missing

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .a
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Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

N4 is now active.
14 is now active.
Ill is now active.
MS is now active.
19 is now active.
13 is now active.
110 is now active.
MS is now active.
19 is now active.
MS is now active.
M3 is now active.
12 is now active.
M3 is now active.
17 is now active.
Il is now active.
N2 is now active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"

Enter the time of year specified by node N2,
Possible values (WINTER SUMMER) > SUJIUller

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .6
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

N2
IS
M4
Ml
16
Nl

is
is
is
is
is
is

now
now
now
now
now
now

active.
active.
active.
active.
active.
active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"

Enter the number for node Nl,
Possible values (NUMBER) > 87

Enter the confidence factor for your answer,
It must be a number between 1 to -1 > .s
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Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

Nl
I6
Il
I7
M2
Ml

I6
Ml

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now

active.
active.
active.
active.
active.
active.
active.
active.

--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"
--> "NODE SATISFIED"
--> "GOAL SATISFIED"

The reasoning process is over.
Please select OUTPUT to see results.

NAME
MS
Ml
M4

DESCRIPTION
"battery problem"
"gas tank"
"temperature is"

CONFIDENCE FACTOR
69.16%
58.39%
49.2%

sure it is
sure it is
sure it is

VALUE
---> YES
---> EMPTY
---> HOT
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This will destruct the KB, are you SURE, Y/N?
Enter Y or N [default N]: N
Knowledge Base is saved!

Shown below are the current values for:
Rules-stack
--> (Rl R2 RJ R4 R5 R6 R7 RS R9 RlO
R12 R14 R15 R16 R17 RlS R19 R20 R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26 R27
R2S R29 RJO R31 R32 R33 R34 R35 R36 R37 RJS R39 R40 Rll R13)
Nodes-stack
--> (Nl N2 NJ N4 N5 Il 12 13 14 15 16
17 IS 19 110 Ill Ml M2 M3 M4 M5)
Goals-stack

--> (Ml M2 M3 M4 M5)

This will destruct the KB, are you SURE, Y/N?
Enter Y or N [default N]: Y
The knowledge base was CLEARED.

Shown below are the current values for:
Rules-stack
Nodes-stack
Goals-stack

--> NIL
--> NIL
--> NIL

You chose to quit the program.
To run it again type (main-menu), Bye.
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